ANTHRCUL 577.001
Language as Social Action
Instructor: Mannheim, Bruce
Credits: 3

CLCIV 328.001
Ancient Languages and Scripts
Instructor: Fortson, Benjamin W
Credits: 3; Humanities Designation

EDU 593.001/ ELI 593.001
Language Development and Second Language Learning
Instructor: Aretz, Diane Erica
Credits: 3

EDUCRINS 455.001/ SPANISH 413.001/ ROMLING 413.001
Teaching Spanish/Applications of Linguistics
Instructor: Garcia-Amaya, Lorenzo
Credits: 3

EECS 486.001
Information Retrieval and Web Search
Instructor: Mihalcea, Rada
Credits: 4; BS Eligibility

EECS 492.001
Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
Instructor: Chai, Joyce
Credits: 4; BS Eligibility

ENGLISH 410.001/ ENGLISH 503.001/
GERMAN 505.001
Middle English
Instructor: Toon, Thomas E
Credits: 3

French 336.003
Introduction to French Linguistics
Instructor: Hendrickson, Ryan
Credits: 3

JUDAIC 318.005
Jewish Languages
Instructor: Luchina, Elena
Credits: 4; Humanities Designation

PHIL 305.001
Introduction to Formal Philosophical Methods
Instructor: Weatherson, Brian James
Credits: 4; BS Eligibility, MSA, QR/1

PHIL 345.001
Language and Mind
Instructor: Joyce, James
Credits: 4; Humanities Designation

PHIL 414.001
Mathematical Logic
Instructor: Thomason, Richmond H
Credits: 3; BS Eligibility, QR/1

ROMLING 298.001.002.003
SPANISH 298/LING 398
Introduction to Spanish Linguistics
Instructors: Henriksen, Nicholas Carl / Roosevelt, Ron
Credits: 3

SPANISH 373.004
Bilingualism in the Spanish-Speaking World
Instructor: Satterfield, Teresa L
Credits: 3, Humanities Designation

ROMLING 487.001 / SPANISH 487.001/
Mock Spanish
Instructor: Satterfield, Teresa L
Credits: 3